
TI PEOPLE – Specialists in Employee Experience

In a work climate where most people expect great experiences at work and most organizations are

committed to creating them, organizations who want to stand out from the pack urgently need to

figure out how to continuously improve experiences with their people. That where’s we come in.

Founded in 2016 and located in Hamburg, London, and Washington DC, TI PEOPLE provides

consulting services specialized in employee experience. We partner with leaders across the globe

who are eager to shape and apply the practices that will allow them to continuously improve

employee experiences in ways that drive value for their people and their business. We equip

leaders of the most progressive companies with what it takes to meaningfully progress on EX

within their specific organizational context.

For the next level of growth, we are looking for a

(Senior) Consulting Manager (d/f/m)

hybrid based in Hamburg.

Your Impact

As (Senior) Consulting Manager at TI PEOPLE, you will work with leading companies to define

their EX aspiration, approach and capabilities needed to improve their employees’ experiences.

Leading projects, you will interact directly with senior executives, and engage with our clients’

employees to re-design work experiences.

Your travel will be limited, you won’t work long consulting hours, and still, you will influence large

organizations to approach EX in game-changing ways.

What Makes You Successful

You have a consulting skillset typically gained in 5+ years of experience. You are a positive

challenger, intellectually curious, and have a hands-on mentality in finding solutions for our clients’

needs. You are skilled in extracting relevant insights from data and have fun facilitating interactions

with senior client groups.

You enjoy working and growing in an open-minded, entrepreneurial team that is at the forefront of

advancing the field of EX.

Your Contact

To further explore this job opportunity, please reach out to 

timo.tischer@ti-people.com.
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